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Ab s tract
Th i s resea rch presents the results of the correlational
study be t ween the Reminiscence Use Questionnaire and the
Kinetic Family Drawings from a population in Northwest
Tennessee aged 60 and above.

The Pearson Product-Moment

Correlation was computed for the data.

Results suggested

that verbal reminiscence was not correlated with the year
labeled for the Kinetic Family Drawing.
the drawings are also presented.

Normative data on

Normative data suggested

that central placement in the drawing occurs in 50% of the
drawings with 31% placement at the top.

Placement of self

on the left side of the family constellation occurred in 60%
of the drawings.

The common family activity was dining,

which occurred in 40% of the drawings, with a sports theme
present in 16%.

Common symbols drawn were table, chairs,

plates, houses, trees, and balls.

These are not signifi-

cantly different from those of younger populations.
cations for future research are presented.
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Chapter 1
I NTRODUCTION
Gerontology is a field of study in the United states
increasing in importance.

The average age of our population

has increased due to medical advances and by the year 2000,
30.4 percent of the population will be aged 55 years and
older (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1991).

Between the years

1980 and 1989, the population aged 65 and over annually
increased twice the overall national rate of growth.
More studies are needed about this segment of the
population.

Few psychological tests have been normed on the

elderly in comparison to other segments of the population
and few tests have been designed for them.

As De Genova

stated, "The later years do not have to be a time when
mental health and life satisfaction are viewed as less
important; rather, they can be a time for reflecting and
revising relationships with important others" (1991, p.
166).

It is difficult to find psychological instruments

that are sensitive to the needs of the elderly (Hanley &
Gilhooly, 1986, p. 90) possibly because the elderly are not
a homogeneous group and access to this population for large
scale testing is difficult.
one of the newest techniques for working with the aged
is reminiscence.

Reminiscence is now being used as a method

of research, gaining rapport with the client, learning the
patient's family history in interviews, and conducting
therapy.

It is being researched for not only its effects,
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but for the styles or typ e s of remin i sc i ng used by the
individua ls.
Reminiscence is defined as a process or practice
·
of
thinking or telling about one's past experiences and will be
used as such in this study.

As different types of reminis-

cence are researched, some beneficial and others not,
researchers will begin to address frequency of use, specify
types of use, and the effects on the individual for the
purpose of determining the effectiveness of reminiscence
across populations.
Romaniuk and Romaniuk (1981) constructed a Reminiscence
Use Scale that groups reminiscence into three distinct uses
and quantifies the frequency of use by an individual.

The

three uses measured are self regard/ image enhancement,
present-problem solving, and existential/self-understanding.
The use of drawings as a technique to obtain information about individuals and the way they express themselves
was popularized by Goodenough in 1923 (cited in Koppitz,
1983).

She felt that drawings were a universal language

that had been used before written language.

Hulse (1951)

first introduced the family drawing technique.

He believed

that it reveals the individual's perception of the family
constellation, concept of self, anxieties, and fantasies.
Burns and Kaufman (1970) developed the Kinetic Family Drawing (KFD) to obtain information about the individual's
concepts about the family and actions between the members.
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The instruction s f or the KFD include asking the individual
to draw hi s / he r whole family doing something.

The hypoth-

es i s behind the introduction of action was that interpersonal relations, status, and interaction patterns of family
members could be extracted.
Bergland (1982) and Zeiger (1976) have combined the
life review process or reminiscence with art in the aged.
Zeiger (1976) used art activities to facilitate memories of
forgotten or repressed material in the elderly.

She sub-

scribed to Butler's life review process as being important
to an aging individual.

Bergland's (1982) use of the life

review process in art therapy for geriatric patients was to
aid the return of self-esteem and orientation to the present.

Though these two studies have noted a use of art and

reminiscence as being beneficial to the elderly, no normative studies were attempted nor correlations drawn between
the two modalities.

Research in the areas of children's

drawings have been accomplished (Di Leo, 1983; Klepsch &
Logie, 1982), but no norms were found for the family drawings of adults, the aged, or correlations with reminiscence
use.
This study will attempt to correlate Romaniuk and
Romaniuk's (1981) Reminiscence Use Scale with the Kinetic
Family Drawing (KFD).

It is hypothesized that if the sub-

ject scores high on the Reminiscence Use Scale their drawings will demonstrate a family structure representing their
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pa st , e.g., family of origin during their youth.

Likewise,

if the subject scores lower on the Reminiscence Use Scale
their family drawing will represent a more current lifestyle, e.g., older age and family with adult children.

In

addition, since there are no studies utilizing the KFD with
the elderly, the need for normative data is apparent and the
current study will contribute to this literature.

A quali-

tative analysis of the drawings will also be evaluated.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Use of Reminiscence
Cumming and Henry (1961), the formulators of the
'disengagement theory,' viewed increased use of reminiscence
as an indication of aging.

Dobrof (1984) suggested that

earlier literature associated reminiscence with negative
connotations and signs of pathology.

Butler (1963) was one

of the first to arouse excitement about the therapeutical
use of reminiscence by the elderly in his paper 'The Life
Review: An Interpretation of Reminiscence in the Aged.'
Butler disputed many of the earlier negative connotations
associated with reminiscence.

He proposed that reminiscence

is a normal and therapeutic activity and is a process of
coming to terms with one's life.

Benefits are now being

recognized by several researchers (Havighurst & Glasser,
1972).

Benefits have been noted in the use of reminiscence

with the psychotic elderly when traditional psychotherapy
was unsuccessful (Lesser, Lazarus, Frankel, & Havasg, 1981).
Another benefit is that the use of reminiscence in an institutional situation potentially helps the staff to see and
appreciate their clients as individuals (Woods & Britton,
1985, p. 235), and reminiscence can be used to establish and
maintain rapport.
Evaluation of reminiscence as a tool has been difficult.

Types of reminiscence are being delineated such as in
5
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Wa tt a nd Wong's taxonomy (1991).

In research it is impor-

tant that more uniform definitions for the type of reminiscence be used so that this tool can be assessed and generalized in its effectiveness to the larger populations (Watt &
Wong, 1991).
Sherman & Peak (1991) and Romaniuk and Romaniuk (1981)
identified three types or patterns of reminiscence using the
Reminiscence Use Scale.

These three types are self-regard

/image enhancement, present problem solving, and existential
/self-understanding such as used in life review.

The

Reminiscence Use Scale as designed by Romaniuk and Romaniuk
(1981) measures frequency of reminiscence when the individual is alone or with others and also delineates the purpose
or type used.
Sherman & Peak (1991) found subjects used Type I or
self-regard/ image enhancement reminiscence most often.

When

he analyzed the Ego Integrity Scale with the frequency of
reminiscence there was no significant relationship, but
there was a positive correlation between the Type I reminiscence to Affect-Balance scores.

In an analysis of the

literature on reminiscence, Haight (1991) found that out of
ninety-seven published articles between 1960-1990, only
seven report negative outcomes.
Use of Drawings
Figure drawing has been accepted and used by some researc h ers as a pro J·ecti'on of the subject's attitudes toward
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life and society i n gene r a 1 , se 1 f-concept, body image,
·
or
any combina t io n o f these (Abt & Bellack, 1950, p. 260 ).
Project i v e psychologists believe that figure drawings are
not accide ntal, but are a determined behavior, whether a
consc i ous e xpression or a disguised symbol of the unconscious (Abt & Bellack, 1950, p. 260).

Goodenough (cited in

Koppitz, 1983) developed a systematic scale for evaluation
of the drawings of children.

Harris (1963) revised the

scale and evaluation technique.

Koppitz analyzed drawings

of children to provide norm tables for what was expected,
common, not unusual, and exceptional or rare.

With

Koppitz's (1968) scoring system one can estimate a child's
IQ from the human figure drawings.

Machover (1949) generat-

ed a projective emphasis in the analyzing of human figure
drawings.

Buck (19 48) used the drawings to determine the

perceptions of the environment in his House-Tree-Person
technique.

He felt that the unconscious could be tapped

from the tree drawing and the conscious views from the
person drawing.
Hulse (1951) introduced the family drawing technique to
acquire perceptions of the family, self-concept, and anxieties.

The Kinetic Family Drawing (KFD) technique was first

introduced by Burns and Kaufman (1970).

The KFD has been

used repeatedly with children, but has been applied in very
little research with adults.

The KFD can show how an indi-

vidual perceives one's self in a family setting, but users
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are warned not to overinterpret symbols (Burns & Kaufman,
197 2) ·

A kinetic family drawing is one in which the indi-

vidual is asked to draw a picture of everyone in the family
including the subject doing something.

The KFD is used to

obtain information about the individual's concepts about the
family and actions between the members.

Reynolds (1978)

introduced a quick reference for interpreting KFDs and identifying emotional indicators.

Mostkoff and Lazarus (1983)

objectified 20 criteria by which KFDs can be quantified and
interpreted with test-retest reliabilities range from .46 to
.90 for the variables.

Interrater reliability ranged from

.86 to 1.00, with a mean of .97.
Much has been studied about children's drawings.

They

have been used to measure developmental, intellectual, and
interpersonal relationships and perceptions, but little has
been applied to dra wings of adults or the aged.

Research in

the area of adult human figure and family drawings include
using drawings to differentiate between control groups and
those suffering from mental illnesses such as depression
(Wright and McIntyre, 1982) or child molesters from control
groups (Johnston and Johnston, 1986) •
Use of Reminiscence with Drawings
Reminiscence therapy or the life review process has
been used in conjunction with art therapy and drawings in
the aged (Bergland, 1982; Zeiger, 1976).

Zeiger (1976)

subscribed to Butler's life review process as being impor-
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tant t o an agi ng indiv i dual.

She found that the use of art

ac t iv ities ca n f ac i litate memories of forgotten or repressed
ma te r ial i n the elderly and further personality reorganization.

Bergland's (1982) use of the life review process in

art therapy for geriatric patients was to aid the return of
self-esteem and orientation to the present.

She encouraged

verbal recall of patients' memories as they made art work.
Bergland noted that often an increase in aesthetics in art
work was comparative to positive behavioral changes and in
areas of self-esteem.

Though these t wo studies have noted a

use of art and also reminiscence as being beneficial to the
elderl y , no normati v e studies of the drawings were attempted
nor correlations dr awn between the verbal and pictorial
modalities.
There is a need for ps ychologic a l research for techniques that will as s ist the elderly such as the use of drawings and scales that are speci f ic to their needs.

This

study used the Reminiscence Use Scale by Romaniuk and
Romaniuk (1981) and the Kinetic Fam il y Drawing by Burns and
Kaufman (1970) since the validity and bene f its of these are
recognized, but it was un known if a pos i ti ve correlation
existed between the two modalities.
The purpose of this present study is to correlate the
Reminiscence Use Scale with the Kinetic Family Drawing, to
·
· th e KFD using this elderly
supplement normative
data in
population, and to provide a qualitative analysis of draw-
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ings of the elderly.
of figures,

The drawings will be normed for size

figures included, activities depicted, and

placement .
The follo wing h y pothe ses were c o nstructed using the
research literature.
1.

There will be a po s i t iv e cor r elation between t h e score

of the Reminisc e nce Use Scal e a nd t he s c or e assi g ned to the
Kinetic Fam il y Dr awi ng fo r t he yea r t he drawing de pic t s.
2.

In d i v i dual s who score a higher frequency of u s e o n the

Rem inisc e n ce Use Scale will d e pict dra wings fro m thei r
e a rli e r yea r s , such as their f a ily o f ori g in or early adult
fam il y pa t tern .

J.

In dividuals who sc o re a l owe r f r eque ncy of use on the

Rem in i s cence Use Scale will h ave d r awi ngs th a t d e pict thei r
fami l y si t uation with i n r e c e nt yea r s .
4.

Th e symbols and s ig ns u sed in d r a ings by th o se aged 60

yea r s and above wil l n o t diffe r fro
pop u la t io n.

t hose of t h e y ounger

Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
Sub j ects
The 32 subjects in this study were drawn from volunteers of senior centers, civic clubs, and church groups in
Henry and Weakley Counties in the northwest area of Tennessee.

They were 60 years of age and older.

They ranged

in age from 60 to 88 with the median age at 71.5 years.

By

their participation in the social groups it was assumed that
they had the capacity to participate in this study.
were thirty female subjects and two males.

There

They were Cauca-

sian and presently living in the rural south.

They had

signed a consent form (Appendix A) that allowed them to
withdraw from the study at any time.
Instruments
A Reminiscence Use Scale (Appendix B) adapted from
Romaniuk and Romaniuk (1981) was scored by adding up the yes
answers to the questionnaire and the Likert points assigned
to the last two frequency questions.

The Reminiscence Use

Scale consisted of 13 items describing a specific use or
purpose for reminiscence and asked the participant if he or
she had used it when thinking or talking about the past. The
response categories include a Yes or No format.

A "yes"

response indicated a positive response to the item and
counted as a score.

The Likert scores assigned were five
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points f or t he a nswer " almost al ways " to one po i nt for
" neve r."
A Ki ne t ic Family Drawing as designed by Burns and
Ka u fm an ( 1970 ) wa s placed on white paper a 1/2" x 11" using
number 2B pencils.

The subject labeled the year their draw-

i ng r e presented and points were assigned according to five
year intervals; one point was given for each preceding
interval from the present.
Procedure
Upon introduction of the study, volunteers were asked
to fill out a consent form (Appendix A).

The Kinetic Family

Drawing task (Appendix C) then was administered.

Upon com-

pletion of the drawing the subject was asked to label who
the individuals were, their ages, and the year of occurrence
for the drawing.

Subjects were then asked to complete the

Reminiscence Use Scale (Appendix B) by Romaniuk and Romaniuk
(1981).

Drawings and questionnaires were anonymous with

only gender and age noted.

They were stapled together upon

completion and collected from the group of those who continued to give consent.
Data Analys i s
scores were assigned to the drawings which reflect the
number of years between the year assigned to the drawing by
t he subject and the Present Year, one point for each five
ye ars in the past .

The scores for reminiscence were tallied

by adding up each of the yes questions and the Likert points
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assigned .

Co rrelatio ns we re drawn be t wee n the s core s of t he

Reminiscence Use Sca le and the s cores assigned to the KFD
for t he yea r the d r awi ng depict s.
A quali t a ti v e analy sis was performed by giving frequencies and percentages f or common signs or symbols represented .

Re y no l d s (1978) quic k reference was used to interpret

the drawings ' emot i onal indicators (Appendix D).

The draw-

ings were exami ne d to determine which actions, styles, and
s ymbol s we re deemed most relevant in representing families
of t h i s p opulation.

Unique aspects of the drawings are dis-

cussed and incorporate types of figures included, types of
activ ity , a reas of omission, and areas of emphasis.

Cha pter 4
Re sults
The Pearson Pr oduct-Moment

Correlation Coefficient was
computed for the data using the su b Ject's
'
reported year for
the Kinetic Fam il y Drawing (KFD) and th e Rem1n1scence
· ·
Use
sca le score.

There was not a significant correlation be-

t ween the la beled year of the KFD and the total scores in
the

Reminiscence Use Scale (r=.1056,p>.05).

Those who

report they reminisce in a verbal manner do not draw family
representations from the past significantly more often.
Subjects drew pictures with a present focus in 45 % of the
fa mily depictions.

The pictures' reported years range from

the present to 1934 with the mean year at 1975.
Normative data for the KFDs were obtained.

Frequencies

of some of the emotional indicators are listed in Table 1.
The criteria for the emotional indicators are in Appendix D.
Common emotional indicators, occurring in greater than 25%
of the drawings, include pencil erasures, missing essential
body parts, shading, and transparencies.

Rare indicators,

occurring in less than 10 % of the drawings, include barriers
between figures, fields of force, positions of figures with
respect to safety , compartmentalism, underlining of figures,
lining at the top or bottom of the page, encapsulation,
edged placement of fl·gures, evasions, figures on the back of
the page, buttons, jagged or sharp fingers, toes, or teeth,
and excessiv e attention to detail.
14
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Table 1
Freque ncy Dis tributi
on and Pe rcen t a ge o f Draw·
· ,
Containing
Emo ti onal Indic a t o rs
ings
EMOTI ONAL I NDI CATOR

FREQUENCY PERCENTAG E

Barriers b e t we en fi gures
Fiel ds o f Fo r ce
Pencil Er asu r e s
Arm Ext ensions
P~si~ions o f F~gu r es with Re sp e c t to Sa f e t y
Missing Es s e ntial Body Pa rts
Shading or Cro s sh a t c hing
Compa r t ment a l ism of Figu r e s
Fol d ing Compa rt me nt al i s m
Unde r lin ing of Indi v i dual Fi gu r e s
L~n ~ng a t t he Bott om of the Page
L1 n1ng a t t he Top of the Page
Enc a psul a t i o n
Edged Pl a c eme nt of Fi g ur e s
Evasi o ns
Figur es on Bac k of Pa ge
Moti o n less o r Stick Fi g ur es
Button s
Jagg e d o r Sharp Finge rs , Toes , o r ee h
Bizarre Figu r e s
Exc essive Att e nt io n to De t ai l
Tran spar e nc i es
Anch o r ing

Ot he r signific a nt a s ec ts o f t he
mea n he i gh t of self in t he d r a

~

only an

Cen tr

9
3

38
13

4
2

6

12

38

8

25

1

3
0
0
3
3
3

0
0

1
1
1
4
1

13
3
0
22
6
0

0

2
0
4
0
3
7

gs

ngs a t 5 . 45 c .

s e l f r a nged from 1 . 2 cm to 1 8 c , .
dr a wi ngs occur r ed mos t co

r

3

1
12

13
0

1
22

nc

e the

He·g t of

ace .. e nt of t he

a s in 50% of t he KFDs .

Plac eme nt of t he figures nea r or at t e t op of the page
occurred in 31 % of the dra wings wit h t he r e ainder a t t he
bottom.

Placemen t of s elf on t h e l e f t s ide o f t he f am ily
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constella ti on wa s a more common occurrence in 60% of these
subjects .
Fre quencie s and totals for the types of family figures
drawn are noted in Table 2.
self in the drawing.
one spouse.

One subject did not include

Those who drew spouses included only

Those who included children or in-laws drew on

average two each.

Those who drew grandchildren drew an

average of 3 grandchildren.

Those who included pets did not

include children or grandchildren.

Table 2
Family Figures:
Types, Frequencies, and Total Number Included
TYPES OF FAMILY FIGURES

FREQUENCY

Self
Spouse
Children
Grandchildren
In-Laws
Pets

31
14
23
9
5
3

TOTAL
31
14

46
28
10
4

. ·
occurred in 40% of
The common activity depicted, d 1ning,
the drawings.
and gardening.

Other activities included sports, walking,
Least common activities were quilting,

carpentry, and artistic painting.
Of the subjects' line qua l i·t Y characteristics, 28% had
. ht and sketchy, and the remainheavy pressure, 15% were 1 1g

17

cte r were lig ht t o ave rage wi th no pressure shown on the
opposi t e side of t he page.
s ymbols used by these subjects do not differ significa ntl y fr om t hose of younger populations .

The frequencies

of some of t h e common symbols are presented in Table 3 .
Table 3 shows that the most common symbols were tables,
chairs, and plates .

The house and tree symbols were in. 16%

of the pictures as were balls.

The houses in the drawings

commonl y hav e the essential features, walls, door, window,
roof, and chimney.
of the pictures.

All other symbols are in less than 10 %
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Tab l e 3
Frequency Di stribution and Percentage of Drawings
Containing Each Symbol
SYM BOL

FREQUENCY

House
Tree
Flowers
clouds
Birds

5
5

3
1
3

Warmth Symbols:
sun
Light

Activity Symbols:
Balls
Glove
Bat
Racket
Animal Symbols:
Dog
Cat
Bird
Horse

16
16
9
3
9

3

9
6
3

2

1

Power Symbols:
Train
Automobile
Lawnmower
Boat
social Symbols:
Church
Picnic
Table
Chairs
Plates

PERCENTAGE

1
1
2
1

2
2

10
11
9

5

3
3
1

3
1
2

1

3
1
6
3

6
6
31
34
28

16
9
9
3

9
3
6
3

Chapter s
Discussion and Summary
As the Unit ed Sta tes population increases 1·n

age, measures and therapies will be in greater demand that address
those aged sixty and above.

This study addressed the tech-

niques of reminiscence and drawings used for the elderly.
This study showed no correlation between measures for the
pictorial modality using the Kinetic Family Drawing (KFD)
and the verbal modality using the Reminiscence Use scale.
However, there was a positive correlation between the drawings and the two Likert scale frequency of use questions on
the Reminiscence Use Scale (r=.3285, p<.05).

It is possible

that the scales need to be further researched and developed
to include more items and increase internal consistency.

In

addition, some subjects were displeased with the yes or no
format.

These subjects appear to prefer the degrees of the

Likert scale and ability to qualify their answers.

The KDF

also may not be sensitive to reminiscence and is confounded
by the individual's concentration on drawing the family
constellation and dynamics.
The KFD is used as a projective technique to determine
perceptions of the family constellation, concept of self,
·
h'1ps.
anxieties, and interrelations

Normative data was col-

lected on the drawings to assl·st i'n obtaining information on
those aged 60 and above.

These norms provide a basis and
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promo t e the usefu l ne ss of the KFD as an •
instrument to detect
abno r ma l ity or pathology.
Normativ e data for this

population has shown that there

are some similarities and differences from the

younger population for which the KFD was originally intended. Char-

acteristics of the drawings called emotional indicators are
used to identify areas of emotional distress .

It was sur-

prising to find in this adult population that 41 % of the
drawings included transparencies, objects that appeared
transparent when in reality they are not.

Also in 38% of

the subjects' dra wings there were missing body parts, such
as arms, feet, or h a l v es of bodies not shown below the
dining table.

In 38% there were also pencil erasures which

are purported to ind i cate anxiety when the erasures do not
result in improvement.

There was no wa y to dete rm ine in

this study whether this was an i ndicator o f an xiety, perfectionism, or may be a n organicity indicator f or th i s population.
Size of self in drawings is purported to be equated to
a person's self-esteem.

The mean size of self in this study

for those age 60 and older is equivalent to those in other
studies for younger populations.
Placement of self on the left of the fa mily conS t ella. ing ·
tion in 60 % of the drawings was surpris

Researchers

have purported that drawings placed on the left are indicahe past or anxiety, but this
tive of a preoccupation with t
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should be interpre ted wi th

•
caution as the subjects may beg i n
drawing on the left, as in writing, and
begin with self.
Types o f f igures included for this population are more
va r i ed than those of younger populati'ons.

This is to be

expected as those aged 60 and older have experienced several
life stages involving changing family situations.

Whereas

children predominantly draw their parents, self, and siblings with a present focus, this population had several
options from which to choose for the family drawn.

Fifty-

five percent of the subjects in this study drew a fa mily
situation from the past involving their childhood with the
family of origin or younger adult years with young children.
Family activities were similar to those of younger
populations.

Most common in both populations is a drawing

of the family dining together as was found in 34% this
study.

A finding unexpected for this less active population

was an emphasis on sports by 16 % of the participants.

Less

common were the occupation themes highlighted in 9% of the
drawings, a church emphasis in 6%, with gardening, feeding
animals, walking, or no activities in the remainder.
Line characteristics are usually indicative as an emotional indicator, but are not interpreted in this st udy due
to the subjects' age and physiological changes.

Many have

shaking hands that could Cause Wa vy drawings or line discontinuity and would not necessarily indicate emotionality.
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symbols use d we re simi l a r to th

ose of younger populations, such a s house s with essential f t
ea ures, trees, birds
in t he sky , a nd the sun. The most
common symbols for this
and younge r populations using the KFD were tables, plates,
and chairs.
The research literature does acknowledge weaknesses in
methodology and definitions of reminiscence types, but at
the same time claims the therapeutic benefits of reminiscence and drawings.

This study's lack of significance does

not support consistency between verbal and pictorial modalities of reminiscence.

Some individuals expressed an orien-

tation to the past through their questionnaires and drawings.

They may be in the process of life review or evalua-

tion of their life and therefore strengthened their measures, in which case more sensitive scales may be useful for
the other subjects.
The effect of marital status on reminiscence and drawings was examined as a pilot study to future research, to
determine if widowhood increases the likelihood of a past
focus.

Neither the subject's age nor widowhood was signifi-

cantly correlated with the labeled year of the drawing nor
reminiscence use in the small samples.
Continued use and research mays h ow the validity of
drawings and reminiscence as assessment a nd th erapeutic
tools for this population.

Further normative research could

examine distance of self from other

figures, such as dis-
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tance from pare nts, spouse , children, in-laws,

or grandchi ldre n . There were in s ufficient subJ' ects to
·
examine these
variable s i n the present study.
A future reminiscence study may include the effect of
gender on reminiscence and drawings as these subjects were
predominantly women.
clined participation.

Several potential male subjects

de-

It will be necessary to continue the

research with these populations, and with exceptional groups
to provide contrasting norms.

Studies will be necessary if

we are to handle the problems and questions that will arise
with the increased number of those aged sixty and above in
United States.
Therapists have used both art and the life review
process to facilitate memories, self-esteem, and reorganize
personality in the older adult.

The use of drawings and

reminiscence as therapeutic tools has been noted, but were
not correlated in this study with the quantifiable measures
used.
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Appendix A
CONSENT FORM

To Whom It May Concern ,
Debra Davenport , a graduate student at Au t' p
·
·t
·
s 1.n eay
state Un1.vers~ Y, i s conducting research in the area of the
adult population .
The purpose of the study is to supplement normative
da t a on the d r aw ings of adu~ts. You will be given a piece of
pape r a nd asked to draw a picture of your family doing
s ometh i ng t og ~ther, a~d then ~o answer a short questionnaire. Ev en if you give permission you may withdraw from
participa tion a~ any time without penalty.
I hereb y giv e Debra Davenport permission to use my
drawing and questionnaire to provide research data for a
field study through Austin Peay State University.
It is understood that no name, identification number,
or any other method of personal identification will be
associated with this data in any way, and that such methods
of personal identification will not be used for data storage
on electronic or nonelectronic media. In this way the
anonymity of the persons involved will be maintained. It is
also understood that the data gathered will be used for the
purpose of group statistical analysis and interpretations
will not be used for any other purpose not pertaining to the
field study or to the establishment of developmental norms.

Participant in field study
I understand, and agree to abide by, the provisions
stated above.

Debra L. Davenport, Graduate student

APPENDIX B
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Appendix B
Questionnaire

AS you READ THE QUESTIONNAIRE, PLEASE MARK
DESCRIBES YOU.
THE ANSWER THAT BEST

WHEN I HAVE TALKED OR THOUGHT ABOUT THE PAST

I HAVE DONE so ...
i.because memories are pleasant, enjoyable, and to
help pass the
time.
_yes_no
make
plans
for
the
future.
2. to
_yes_no
J.to teach others by drawing on my past e xperiences.
_ yes_no
4.to cope with a loss in my life.
_ yes_no
I

5,to be amusing and entertaining.

_ ye s_no

6.to sol ve s omething in my past th a t 1s tr oubling me .

_ yes_ no

7.to identif y wh a t was better in the pa s t .

_ yes_ no

8.to deal with s om e problem that is tr ou b ling

e.

9.to inform others of my accomplishmen ts.
10.to arri ve a t a bett e r un de rst andin g o f
and my self.

__yes

no

_ yes_ no
y past life
- yes - no

11. to describe my self to others.

- yes - no

12.to determine life's meaning .

_ yes_ no

13.because recalling my past life l if t s my spirits .

_ yes_ no

14. When you are with others, how oft e n do you r conve r sation s
turn
to past experiences?
never
seldo
_almost al wa y s
often
occa si onally
15 , When you are alone, how often do you r t hough t s t urn t o pa St
experiences?
never
s e ldom
occasional ly
_almost al ways
often
_AGE
MALE
FEMALE
_SI NGLE
MARRIED
DI VORCED _WIDOWED
?
PERMISSION TO USE MY DRAWINGS AND QUESTIONNAIRE·

_yes_no

11·ke to add or think is pertiny additional comments you would
nent you may write on the bac k o f this sheet.

A
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Appe ndix c
Kine tic Family Drawing Task
Each individual will be handed a blank sheet
·1
of paper
(S l / 2 x 11) an d a penci .
Draw a pictu~e of everyone in your family, including
1_
ou DOING something. Try to draw whole people, not car{oo~s or stick_people . ~emember, make everyone DOING something - some kind of action.
(Upon Compl etion) Label the figures, their ages, and
2.
the year that you think this picture represents.
3.

Turn the page over and print your gender and age.

4.

A questionnaire will now be passed out to be completed.

The drawing and the completed questionnaire will be
5
tapled together, collected, and placed in an envelope if
s
'
consent has been given.
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Ap pe nd i x o
Rey nold ' s Guide l i nes f
Kinetic Family or Evaluating
Drawings
Re ynol ds (1978 ) listed the foll

•
.
owing signs and indica-

t ors to be used in formulating int erpretive hypoth .
esis about
Kineti c Fam il y Drawings:

Physical Pr?ximity_- physical distance between the subJ' ect
and other figures in the drawing.
Barriers betwee~ the Figures - objects other than lines
between the subJect and another figure in the drawing.
Relative Height of Respondent - height of the self figure.
Fields of Force - ball, fire, electrical appliance or Xs
included in the drawing.
Pencil Erasures - erasures or corrections in the drawing.
Arm Extensions - objects held in the hand that make the area
controlled by the figure larger.

Descriptions of Figures Actions - the verbal expression of
action agrees with the action depicted.
Positions of Figures with Respect to Safety - figures in a
dangerous or vulnerable position.
Missing Essential Body Parts - one or more body parts missing.
Rotation of Figure - figures rotated 45 degrees or more from
straight edge of paper.
Shading or Crosshatching - areas of shading in th e drawing
not including hair.
Compartmentalism of Figures - one or mor e straight lines
used to separate one or more figures.
.
.
h
aper into sections
Folding Compartmentalism - folding t e P .
a nd drawing figures in more than one section.
.
d wn under one or
Dnderlining of Individual Figures - lines ra
mo re fig ur e s.
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Lining at the Bo ttom of the Page
of the paper .
- line drawn at the bottom

Lining at the Top of the Pag e
.
- 1 ine drawn at the
paper•
top of the
Encapsul a tion - c omplete enclosure
·
·
one orth more f 1gures,
·
but no t a 11 , b Y 1 1nes
wh 1ch
do not of
stretch
page .
e 1 ength of the
Edged Placement of Figures - drawing all figures
more edge s o f the paper.
on two or
Evasions - one or more, but not all, d
.
stick figures or no action.
rawings depicting
Number of Household Members - omissions or additions of
family members to the drawing.
Figures on Back of Page - figures drawn on the back of the
page and separated from the other figures.
Line Quality - lines drawn light, broken and uneven or
heavy, unsteady and wavy.
Assymetric Drawing - figures drawn out of proportion to
others or environment.
Motionless or Stick Figures - all figures drawn as stick
figures or no action depicted by all figures.
Ordering of Figures - order in which figures were drawn.
Buttons - overemphasized or overelaborated buttons on the
figures.
Jagged or Sharp Fingers, Toes, Teeth - fingers, toes, or
teeth drawn as sharp or jagged points.
Excessive Attention to Detail - excessive details drawn.
Transparencies - see through objects for figures included in
the drawing which in reality are not transparent.
Isolation of Self - self figure drawn isolated from 0th er
figures which are portrayed as a group.
A~choring - draw ing of all figures within one inch of a
s i ngle edge of paper.

